We present work to detect and visualize near-surface damage in concrete using contactless ultrasonic wavefield imaging technology. A fully contactless ultrasonic scanning system that utilizes a micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) ultrasonic microphone array is used to collect ultrasonic surface wave data from a concrete sample. The obtained wavefield data sets are processed with a frequency-wavenumber (f-k) domain wavefield filtering approach to extract non-propagating oscillatory fields set up by near-surface concrete cracking damage. The experimental results demonstrate that near-surface concrete damage can be detected and visualized using the proposed ultrasonic wavefield imaging approach.
Introduction
The term ultrasonic wavefield imaging implies visualizing ultrasonic wave motion over a region of interest in a test medium. During the last decade, ultrasonic wavefield imaging technology has proven to be an effective nondestructive ultrasonic inspection tool for various engineering materials [1] [2] [3] [4] . A source at a fixed position generates ultrasonic waves in a test medium, and a contactless scanning receiver, typically a laser Doppler vibrometer (LDV), collects the corresponding ultrasonic wave responses across a predefined spatial sampling grid on the surface [2, 5, 6] . A reciprocal hardware configuration for fixed sensing and scanning ultrasound generation can also be used [7, 8] . Using the scanning measurement data sets, video-like ultrasonic wavefield images are generated, where the interaction between propagating ultrasonic waves and inhomogeneities within a test medium can be observed and intuitively understood. Ultrasonic wavefield imaging technology usually incorporates an additional data processing method to extract damage-induced scattered ultrasonic wavefields, thereby visualizing possible damage in a test medium [5, [9] [10] [11] .
Although ultrasonic wavefield imaging technology has been shown to be effective for inspecting a range of engineering materials, it is rarely applied to infrastructure materials such as concrete [12] . This is in part because of restricted use of an LDV for contactless measurements in concrete owing to optically rough surfaces and variable material properties. The naturally occurring strong heterogeneity of concrete causes ultrasound attenuation and dispersion [13, 14] , and lowers signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of data obtained with contactless measurements. In addition, low laser light reflectivity at the concrete surfaces makes it difficult to achieve high measurement sensitivity. To improve measurement sensitivity for LDV measurements, special surface treatments (e.g., retro-reflective tapes) are necessary [12, 14, 15] .
Air-coupled ultrasonic transducers, on the other hand, do not require special surface treatment and can serve an alternative solution to perform contactless measurements needed for ultrasonic
Materials and Methods
In this section, the tested concrete sample and ultrasonic wavefield data collection and processing methods are described.
Concrete Sample and Damage Implementation
A mature concrete sample with dimensions of 533 mm × 152 mm × 152 mm was tested. The concrete sample was produced with the mixture design proportion shown in Table 1 . The concrete sample was tested over a year after it was cast. Hence, the concrete sample was assumed to reach its ultimate material properties (i.e., Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio) already. The type of ultrasonic waves generated and detected from the concrete sample are Rayleigh surface waves (hereafter called surface waves). To visually understand the interaction between incident surface waves and surface (or near-surface) damage of concrete, impact damage points were introduced on the top surface of the concrete sample using a low-power nail gun (Windsor probe system manufactured by James Instruments, Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). We assume that a mechanical impact introduced by the nail gun locally crushes the concrete sample and forms a fine microcrack network in the vicinity of the impact points. Four locations of impact damage were sequentially introduced, from D1 to D4 on the top surface of the sample, as shown in Figure 1 . Ultrasonic wavefield data were collected for every damage case including the undamaged case. The tested sample cases are summarized in Table 2 . 
Ultrasonic Wavefield Data Collection
The contactless scanning ultrasound measurement hardware to collect ultrasonic surface wave data from the concrete sample is shown in Figure 1 . The hardware consists of an air-coupled transmitter (NCG50-D50, Ultran Group, State College, PA, USA) with a center frequency of 43 kHz to generate ultrasonic surface waves in the concrete sample, an eight-channel MEMS microphone array to collect the corresponding surface wave responses across eight lateral spatial points simultaneously, and a mechanical scanning frame to position and move the MEMS microphone array across a predefined scanning grid. The ultrasonic transmitter was excited by a 3-cycle sinusoidal tone burst signal with a center frequency of 43 kHz. Note that the MEMS microphone array was developed by the authors; details about the development can be found in [18] . The lift-off distance and incident angle were respectively set to 37.5 mm and 10 • for the air-coupled transmitter and 12.5 mm and 10 • for the MEMS microphone array. Ultrasonic surface wave signals were collected across predefined 101 × 8 spatial grid points over a 250 mm × 49 mm scan area on the top surface of the concrete sample, as indicated in Figure 1 . The spacing between two adjacent grid points (spatial sampling interval) was 2.5 mm along the horizontal axis and 7 mm along the vertical axis of the scanned area. Given the spatial sampling intervals, the Nyquist wavenumbers are 200 m −1 and 71 m −1 for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Hence, the smallest wavelengths that can be detected are 5 mm and 14 mm along the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. A multifunction data acquisition device (NI USB-6366, National Instruments Inc., Austin, TX, USA) was used to generate an input signal and digitize the measured surface wave signals. To achieve high-voltage excitation, the input signal generated by the multifunction device was amplified with 60 dB gain using a power amplifier (1000S04, E&I, Ltd., Rochester, NY, USA) before being fed into the air-coupled transmitter. The temporal sampling rate was 2 MS/s, and the signals were repetition time-averaged 25 times. 
The contactless scanning ultrasound measurement hardware to collect ultrasonic surface wave data from the concrete sample is shown in Figure 1 . The hardware consists of an air-coupled transmitter (NCG50-D50, Ultran Group, State College, PA, USA) with a center frequency of 43 kHz to generate ultrasonic surface waves in the concrete sample, an eight-channel MEMS microphone array to collect the corresponding surface wave responses across eight lateral spatial points simultaneously, and a mechanical scanning frame to position and move the MEMS microphone array across a predefined scanning grid. The ultrasonic transmitter was excited by a 3-cycle sinusoidal tone burst signal with a center frequency of 43 kHz. Note that the MEMS microphone array was developed by the authors; details about the development can be found in [18] . The lift-off distance and incident angle were respectively set to 37.5 mm and 10° for the air-coupled transmitter and 12.5 mm and 10° for the MEMS microphone array. Ultrasonic surface wave signals were collected across predefined 101 × 8 spatial grid points over a 250 mm × 49 mm scan area on the top surface of the concrete sample, as indicated in Figure 1 . The spacing between two adjacent grid points (spatial sampling interval) was 2.5 mm along the horizontal axis and 7 mm along the vertical axis of the scanned area. Given the spatial sampling intervals, the Nyquist wavenumbers are 200 m −1 and 71 m −1 for the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. Hence, the smallest wavelengths that can be detected are 5 mm and 14 mm along the horizontal and vertical axes respectively. A multifunction data acquisition device (NI USB-6366, National Instruments Inc., Austin, TX, USA) was used to generate an input signal and digitize the measured surface wave signals. To achieve high-voltage excitation, the input signal generated by the multifunction device was amplified with 60 dB gain using a power amplifier (1000S04, E&I, Ltd., Rochester, NY, USA) before being fed into the air-coupled transmitter. The temporal sampling rate was 2 MS/s, and the signals were repetition time-averaged 25 times. 
Frequency-Wavenumber (f-k) Domain Wavefield Data Processing
An overview of the f-k domain wavefield data processing approach is shown in Figure 2 . The data processing approach described in this section generally follows the data processing procedure that we proposed in [19] . However, the dimension of the forward and inverse Fourier transforms (FT) Figure 1 . The contactless scanning ultrasound measurement hardware (left) and the concrete sample (right) that shows impact damage locations; ultrasonic scan area indicated by red box. Impact damage points were introduced sequentially from the position D1 to D4.
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Full detail about the masking functions are provided below in Section 3.2. The two decomposed wavefield components are then reconverted into time-space domain using an inverse 3-D FT through
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In the next step, the time-cumulative wave energies, E FP (x, y) and E NPO (x, y), are computed up to time T for both wavefield components by
Here, T is defined such that the wavefield data are long enough to include sufficient scattering content, but short enough not to include direct acoustic wave noise. The same value of T, 450 µs, is used to process all the wavefields collected from the pristine and damaged sample cases. To make use of spatial distribution of the non-propagating wave energy for damage location, the non-propagating wave energy is computed in time-space domain after reconverting those data from Fourier domain. Finally, the normalized non-propagating wave energy E N NPO (x, y) is computed as
The normalization expressed in Equation (8) is carried out in order to compensate for variations in ultrasonic signal amplitude caused by changes in injected ultrasonic energy across the different measurement points. In this process we make the following assumptions: (1) the amounts of non-propagating and forward propagating wave energies are proportional to the amount of injected ultrasonic energy into the tested sample; and (2) 
Results
In this section, ultrasonic wavefield data sets collected using the contactless scanning ultrasound measurement hardware are presented, and then damage visualization results obtained using the proposed data processing approach are presented.
Ultrasonic Wavefield Data
An example time domain ultrasonic surface wave signal collected from the pristine concrete sample case is shown in Figure 3 , which reveals suitably high signal-to-noise level. Measured ultrasonic time-space domain surface wave data for all the sample cases are shown in Figure 4 . The total time required to acquire each wavefield data set was 5.6 min when using the following data acquisition parameters: 25 time averages per signal and an 80 ms pulse repetition interval. Although not presented nor discussed in this paper, the wavefield data acquisition time can be significantly reduced using a compressed sensing approach [18, 20] . Wavefield snapshots at four time instances are shown for each wavefield data set, and the wavefield images each represent a 250 mm × 49 mm scan area. The locations of impact damage points are indicated as markers ('X') within the scan area for each sample case. In the figure, propagation of incident surface waves and scattered wavefields nearby impact damage locations are seen. In Case 0 (pristine concrete) seen in Figure 4a , forward propagating surface waves are the dominant wave components. Cases 1 to 4, seen in Figure 4b -e, show disruption to the forward propagating wavefield nearby the impact damage locations. To better understand the scattered wavefields set up by impact damage, f-k domain signal analyses were carried out. The 3-D FTs of the ultrasonic wavefield data sets were computed using Equation (1) . The f-k domain magnitude spectrum for each sample case was then normalized with respect to its maximum spectral magnitude. Figure 5 shows normalized f-kx-ky magnitude spectra for the wavefield data seen in Figure 4 , where kx and ky are wavenumbers in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For visualization purposes, only spectra at the center frequency of excitation (43 kHz) are shown. The pristine concrete sample case (Case 0) seen in Figure 5a , mostly shows forward propagating surface wave components (indicated as 'FP') on the positive kx side. The damaged concrete samples cases (Cases 1 to 4 seen in Figure 5b -e) exhibit broadened magnitude spectra, with higher spectral energy outside the major (forward propagating) wavenumber band than for the pristine concrete case. The ultrasonic wavefield data and the corresponding f-k magnitude spectra demonstrate that impact damage in concrete sets up wavefields that exhibit wavenumber broadening. We presume that the wavenumber broadening is caused by surface wave scatter set up by the cracked damaged regions in the concrete. To better understand the scattered wavefields set up by impact damage, f-k domain signal analyses were carried out. The 3-D FTs of the ultrasonic wavefield data sets were computed using Equation (1) . The f-k domain magnitude spectrum for each sample case was then normalized with respect to its maximum spectral magnitude. Figure 5 shows normalized f-kx-ky magnitude spectra for the wavefield data seen in Figure 4 , where kx and ky are wavenumbers in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For visualization purposes, only spectra at the center frequency of excitation (43 kHz) are shown. The pristine concrete sample case (Case 0) seen in Figure 5a , mostly shows forward propagating surface wave components (indicated as 'FP') on the positive kx side. The damaged concrete samples cases (Cases 1 to 4 seen in Figure 5b -e) exhibit broadened magnitude spectra, with higher spectral energy outside the major (forward propagating) wavenumber band than for the pristine concrete case. The ultrasonic wavefield data and the corresponding f-k magnitude spectra demonstrate that impact damage in concrete sets up wavefields that exhibit wavenumber broadening. We presume that the wavenumber broadening is caused by surface wave scatter set up by the cracked damaged regions in the concrete. To better understand the scattered wavefields set up by impact damage, f-k domain signal analyses were carried out. The 3-D FTs of the ultrasonic wavefield data sets were computed using Equation (1). The f-k domain magnitude spectrum for each sample case was then normalized with respect to its maximum spectral magnitude. Figure 5 shows normalized f-k x -k y magnitude spectra for the wavefield data seen in Figure 4 , where k x and k y are wavenumbers in horizontal and vertical directions, respectively. For visualization purposes, only spectra at the center frequency of excitation (43 kHz) are shown. The pristine concrete sample case (Case 0) seen in Figure 5a , mostly shows forward propagating surface wave components (indicated as 'FP') on the positive k x side. The damaged concrete samples cases (Cases 1 to 4 seen in Figure 5b -e) exhibit broadened magnitude spectra, with higher spectral energy outside the major (forward propagating) wavenumber band than for the pristine concrete case. The ultrasonic wavefield data and the corresponding f-k magnitude spectra demonstrate that impact damage in concrete sets up wavefields that exhibit wavenumber broadening. We presume that the wavenumber broadening is caused by surface wave scatter set up by the cracked damaged regions in the concrete. 
Concrete Damage Visualization
The complete wavefield data processing approach described in Section 2.3 was applied to the measured time-space wavefield data shown in Figure 4 . Figure 6a ,b show the filtering masks used to extract forward propagating surface waves (MFP) and non-propagating oscillatory fields (MNPO), respectively. Each mask is defined in f-kx-ky (3-D), but in the figure it is shown in kx-ky (2-D) at f = 43 kHz for visualization purposes. In the figures, white and black colors represent complete pass and reject of the masking function, respectively. Assuming that the majority of the wave components propagating in the pristine concrete sample takes the form of forward propagating surface waves, MFP shown in Figure 6a is defined as
where ̅ is the f-k magnitude spectrum (3-D) of the wavefield from the pristine concrete sample. Here, the f-k region having magnitude greater than 5% of max ̅ is assumed to capture most of the forward propagating surface wave energy. Then, MNPO shown in Figure 6b is defined to suppress forward propagating and back-scattered surface waves using
where MBS is the f-k domain mask to extract back-scattered surface waves that is obtained by flipping MFP with respect to zero-kx line (kx = 0). Although back-scattered surface waves can indicate presence of damage, we suppress them to extract non-propagating wave components that can have higher damage localization capability. 
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Here, the f-k region having magnitude greater than 5% of max S p is assumed to capture most of the forward propagating surface wave energy. Then, M NPO shown in Figure 6b is defined to suppress forward propagating and back-scattered surface waves using
where M BS is the f-k domain mask to extract back-scattered surface waves that is obtained by flipping M FP with respect to zero-k x line (k x = 0). Although back-scattered surface waves can indicate presence of damage, we suppress them to extract non-propagating wave components that can have higher damage localization capability. The extracted forward propagating wavefields using M FP (Figure 6a ) for all the concrete sample cases are shown in Figure 7 , and the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields using M NPO (Figure 6b ) in Figure 8 . The extracted forward propagating surface waves for all the concrete sample cases show similarity in amplitudes and geometric patterns, demonstrating insensitivity of forward propagating components to concrete damage. A significant distinction between each sample case is observed from the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields however, as shown in Figure 8 . The pristine concrete sample (Case 0) case, shown in Figure 8a , indicates a very small amount of non-propagating wave energy throughout the scanned region. The damaged sample cases (Cases 1 to 4), shown in Figure 8b -e, exhibit non-propagating wave components with high oscillatory energies nearby the impact locations.
where MBS is the f-k domain mask to extract back-scattered surface waves that is obtained by flipping MFP with respect to zero-kx line (kx = 0). Although back-scattered surface waves can indicate presence of damage, we suppress them to extract non-propagating wave components that can have higher damage localization capability. The extracted forward propagating wavefields using MFP (Figure 6a ) for all the concrete sample cases are shown in Figure 7 , and the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields using MNPO ( Figure  6b ) in Figure 8 . The extracted forward propagating surface waves for all the concrete sample cases show similarity in amplitudes and geometric patterns, demonstrating insensitivity of forward propagating components to concrete damage. A significant distinction between each sample case is observed from the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields however, as shown in Figure 8 . The pristine concrete sample (Case 0) case, shown in Figure 8a , indicates a very small amount of nonpropagating wave energy throughout the scanned region. The damaged sample cases (Cases 1 to 4), shown in Figure 8b -e, exhibit non-propagating wave components with high oscillatory energies nearby the impact locations. Normalized non-propagating wave energy maps, E N NPO (x, y), for all the tested concrete sample cases are shown in Figure 9 . As observed from the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields in Figure 8 , the damaged sample cases (Figure 9b Normalized non-propagating wave energy maps, ( , ), for all the tested concrete sample cases are shown in Figure 9 . As observed from the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields in Figure 8 , the damaged sample cases (Figure 9b-e) show higher values nearby the impact locations, while the pristine sample case ( Figure 9) shows negligible values throughout the scanned area. Normalized non-propagating wave energy maps, ( , ), for all the tested concrete sample cases are shown in Figure 9 . As observed from the extracted non-propagating oscillatory fields in Figure 8 , the damaged sample cases (Figure 9b-e) show higher values nearby the impact locations, while the pristine sample case ( Figure 9) shows negligible values throughout the scanned area. 
Discussion
The measured ultrasonic wavefield data seen in Figure 4 demonstrate that near-surface concrete damage introduced by mechanical impacts set up distinct non-propagating oscillatory fields nearby the impact locations. Such non-propagating oscillatory fields can be considered multiply reflected wave events from multiple scatterers (e.g., cracks) that are densely gathered within a localized region of a medium [19] . Considering the strong oscillatory responses observed nearby the impact locations, especially D1 and D2, the damage is presumed to be present in the form of multiple scatterers (presumably cracks) densely gathered nearby the impact points rather than by surface pits. If the impact damage was present in the form of surface pits, the scattered wavefields would have been in the form of propagating waves (e.g., back-scattered surface waves or radiated surface waves from the pits).
The localized nature of the non-propagating oscillatory fields causes magnitude spectra broadening in the wavenumber domain as shown in Figure 5 . Because of their localized nature, the non-propagating oscillatory fields enable localization (or visualization) of concrete damage within a scan area. The normalized non-propagating wave energy maps shown in Figure 9 demonstrate the potential of the proposed approach to detect and to visualize near-surface concrete damage.
We assert that the presented approach is insensitive to small variations of signal processing parameters, in particular the nature of the filtering masks M FP and M NPO . As long as M FP suitably covers the wavenumber range where most forward propagating wave components are present, the filtered responses and the corresponding damage visualization maps should not vary significantly.
In the experiments, we introduced near-surface concrete damage using mechanical impacts. Impact-based damage is suitable for laboratory investigations. However, these artificial damage types differ from real-world concrete damage (e.g., those caused by deterioration mechanisms) in damage morphology, geometric connectivity, and dimension. Such discrepancies in geometric features of damage may cause important discrepancies in scattered wavefields. Further research on ultrasonic wavefield imaging applied to damaged concrete by realistic deterioration mechanism is needed. We are currently addressing this issue by conducting experiments on concrete samples subjected to realistic damage-promoting environments including that caused by alkali-silica reaction and freezing/thawing cycles.
The wavefield imaging hardware presented in this study should be further improved for industrial or field applications. Also, quantitative damage characterization (e.g., crack sizing) should be carried out for in-depth characterization of detected damage. We set these topics as our future work.
Conclusions
This paper describes work to visualize near-surface concrete damage using a contactless ultrasonic wavefield imaging technique. Based on the presented work, the following conclusion are drawn:
